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Winner of the International Association of Culinary Professionals’ Award for Best Cookbook in

the Wine, Beer or Spirits category.Garrett Oliver, award-winning Brewmaster and Vice

President of Production of the Brooklyn Brewery, recognized by Gourmet Magazine as a

“passionate epicure and talented alchemist”, reveals the full spectrum of flavors contained in

the more than 50 distinct styles of beer from around the world.Most importantly, he shows how

beer, which is far more versatile than wine, intensifies flavors when it’s appropriately paired

with foods to create a dining experience most people have never imagined. Garrett, along with

photographer Denton Tillman, traveled throughout Europe visiting fellow brewmasters to trace

the beers of the world to their sources. Back in the States, he met with the star chefs he has

advised about beer. The resulting book is a motherload of information, lushly illustrated with

Tillman’s gorgeous photographs of the world’s best beers and the breweries that produce

them. Above all, THE BREWMASTER’S TABLE is a new way of thinking about beer – one that

will bring this under-appreciated brew to the status it deserves.Whether it’s a Belgian wheat

beer with a simple salad, a Brooklyn Pilsner to wash down spicy tacos, a pale ale alongside a

porcini risotto with foie gras, or even a Framboise to accompany a dark chocolate brownie,

beer is the perfect complement to any dining experience, at home in front of the TV or in a four-

star restaurant.He explains how beer is made, shows you its fascinating history, and then leads

you through the amazing range of flavors displayed by the dozens of distinct styles of beer

from around the world. Finally, he suggests beer pairings that will please your tastebuds and

blow your mind. Whether you’re a beer aficionado, a passionate cook, or just someone who

loves a great dinner, this book will indeed be a revelation.

“The best and most important book ever written on the subject of pairing food and beer..”From

the Inside FlapTraditional craft-brewed beer can transform a meal from everyday to

extraordinary. It's an affordable, accessible luxury. Yet most people are only familiar with the

mass-market variety. Have you tasted the real thing?In The Brewmaster's Table, Garrett Oliver,

America's foremost authority on beer and brewmaster of the acclaimed Brooklyn Brewery,

reveals why real beer is the perfect partner to any dining experience. He explains how beer is

made, relays its fascinating history, and, accompanied by Denny Tillman's exquisite

photographs, conducts an insider's tour through the amazing range of flavors displayed by

distinct styles of beer from around the world. Most important, he shows how real beer, which is

far more versatile than wine, intensifies flavors when it's appropriately paired with foods,

creating brilliant matches most people have never imagined: a brightly citric Belgian wheat

beer with a goat cheese salad, a sharply aromatic pale ale to complement spicy tacos, an

earthy German bock beer to match a porcini risotto, even a fruity framboise to accompany a

slice of chocolate truffle cake. Whether you're a beer aficionado, a passionate cook, or just

someone who loves a great dinner, this book will indeed be a revelation.--Atlanta Journal-

Constitution --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverTraditional craft-

brewed beer can transform a meal from everyday to extraordinary. It's an affordable, accessible

luxury. Yet most people are only familiar with the mass-market variety. Have you tasted the real

thing?In The Brewmaster's Table, Garrett Oliver, America's foremost authority on beer and

brewmaster of the acclaimed Brooklyn Brewery, reveals why real beer is the perfect partner to

any dining experience. He explains how beer is made, relays its fascinating history, and,



accompanied by Denny Tillman's exquisite photographs, conducts an insider's tour through the

amazing range of flavors displayed by distinct styles of beer from around the world. Most

important, he shows how real beer, which is far more versatile than wine, intensifies flavors

when it's appropriately paired with foods, creating brilliant matches most people have never

imagined: a brightly citric Belgian wheat beer with a goat cheese salad, a sharply aromatic

pale ale to complement spicy tacos, an earthy German bock beer to match a porcini risotto,

even a fruity framboise to accompany a slice of chocolate truffle cake. Whether you're a beer

aficionado, a passionate cook, or just someone who loves a great dinner, this book will indeed

be a revelation.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorGarrett Oliver,

author of The Brewmaster's Table: Discovering The Pleasures of Real Beer with Real Food,

likens his role as Brewmaster at the award-winning Brooklyn Brewery in New York City to a

chef: "The Brewmaster is essentially the chef of the brewery." Gourmet magazine described

him as "a passionate epicure and talented alchemist."In Oliver's new book, his expertise about

beer is as entertaining and authoritative as his culinary tips, especially in the numerous savory

beer and food matchups he recommends. How did Garrett Oliver come by these consuming

passions?After years of amateur brewing inspired by beers he had encountered during a year

in England, Garrett Oliver began brewing professionally at Manhattan Brewing Company in

1989. He was appointed Brewmaster there in 1993. He soon became widely known both here

and abroad for his flavorful interpretations of traditional brewing styles and as an avid and

entertaining lecturer and writer on the subject of fine beer. Garrett has hosted hundreds of beer

tastings and dinners, writes regularly for beer and food-related periodicals, and is

internationally recognized as an expert on traditional beer styles and their affinity with fine

food.In 1994, Oliver joined The Brooklyn Brewery as Brewmaster and partner. Many of his

beers have won national and international awards. He has also served as a judge for the

Professional Panel Blind Tasting of the Great American Beer Festival for eleven years, has

judged the prestigious Great British Beer Festival competition five times, and the Beverage

Industry International Awards twice.Oliver has hosted tastings and talks for numerous cultural

institutions, including the Smithsonian, MassMOCA, and The Jewish Museum. In the United

States, Garrett has made numerous radio and television appearances as a spokesman for craft

brewing, including segments on NPR, CNN, ABC, PBS, MSNBC, The History Channel, Food

Network's "Emeril Live, and CBS' Martha Stewart Living.Garrett has hosted beer tastings and

dinners at many fine restaurants, cooking schools, and food events including dinners at James

Beard House, Oceana, The Waldorf-Astoria, the Slow Food Cheese Festival and Salone del

Gusto in Piemonte, Italy, The Association of Westchester Country Club Chefs, The American

Institute of Wine and Food, The Culinary Institute of America, the Sommelier Society of

America, The French Culinary Institute, and Peter Kump's New York Cooking School (now

ICE), and the London BAR show. He is a member of the Board of Directors of Slow Food,

USA.Garrett's first book, The Good Beer Book, co-written with Timothy Harper, was published

in 1997. Oliver is a graduate of Boston University, and holds a degree in Broadcasting and

Film. He is the recipient of the 1998 Russell Schehrer Award for Innovation and Excellence in

Brewing, granted by the Institute for Brewing Studies. It is the highest award given within the

United States brewing profession.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From Publishers

WeeklyOliver, the brewmaster of the Brooklyn Brewery, argues that brewing beer is far more

complicated than making wine, and pleads with beer drinkers to reach past the shelves of

mass-produced hops toward bottles produced in more specialized breweries. His message

may seem past its sell-by date, but his tour of beers and his brew-and-food match-ups are

anything but stale. After explaining beer-making processes, Oliver launches into his beer-food



combinations; though he offers no recipes, his recommendations- the classic pairing of Irish

stout with oysters; the dark, caramely flavors of Trappist ales balancing a duck confit; the IPA

from his own brewery complementing Thai, Mexican, and Vietnamese food-are excellent. Beer

drinkers of all sorts will happily drift along Oliver's exhaustive tour.Copyright 2003 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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IntroductionIt seems impossible to me now, but it’s been twenty years since I discovered the

joys of real beer. It was a discovery that completely changed my life. With college degree in

one hand and duffel bag in the other, I was fresh off a plane to London from New York, and I

was feeling a bit shaky. I’d been overseas only once before, and now I planned to live in

London for an entire year. It was a cool September day, and despite the fact that it was still

morning, my situation seemed to call for a beer. I made my way to a rundown, shaggy-looking

place tucked behind Victoria Station, where I was sure a beer would be waiting for me. As far

as I was concerned, the place had charm—carpeting, plush chairs, beer, and a barkeep with a

British accent. What was not to like? I ordered a pint. With two long pulls of the tap, liquid

flowed into the glass. The barkeep handed me something that looked like a dimpled fishbowl

with a handle, brimming with maple syrup. I paid him with the Monopoly money I’d picked up at

the airport and moved to stretch out on a couch.The first sip was odd. This beer hardly had a

head, just a loose lace of bubbles around the rim of the glass. As I started to drink it, I

wondered, “What is this stuff?” The bitterness ran across my tongue, assisted by only the

faintest prickle of carbonation. Then it exploded in layers of flavor—hay, earth, newly mowed

grass, orange marmalade, and baking bread. It wasn’t even cold—in fact, it was barely cool.

Each sip seemed to reveal something new—a whiff of sea air, a different flower or fruit. Did I

like it? I wasn’t sure. But it was so interesting that I couldn’t stop drinking it. Then my glass was

empty. The beer was all gone, and I missed it already. With that, I stepped outside into the cool

mist and went to look for someplace to live.Little did I know that my beer odyssey had begun.

As fall turned into winter, and winter into a foggy, damp spring, I sampled hundreds of pints of

what the British call “real ale.” Real ale and the homeyness of the pub were my personal

windows into Britain and what made it a different place from the States. Beer was always the

first topic of conversation in the pub, and we chose our pubs for how well they kept their casks.

“The pint’s spot-on tonight” meant we were staying for the evening, and a round of “tired pints”

meant we were out the door. Bad music was one thing—bad pints were intolerable.After my

year in England, I bought a European rail pass. Through my travels I discovered people who

really understood how to live. Pleasure wasn’t just a reward for a job well done. Pleasure was

nothing less than the goal of a life well lived. Wherever people were laughing and eating and

drinking, I found great beer and great food together—it never occurred to me that anyone

would want to separate them.When I got to Paris, I imagined that the city would be full of wine

snobs, but far from it. The Parisians were drinking earthy, spicy Jenlain farmhouse ale with

their garlicky Toulouse sausages. The beer in England had been terrific, but the food—well,

let’s just say it had a long way to go. Those French sausages were the best food I’d had in



months, exploding with hot garlic and the unmistakable flavor of great pork. The yeasty, anise-

like flavor of the beer blended perfectly; it was impossible to imagine eating these sausages

with anything else. As an added bonus for me, the French beers matched their great cheeses.

Paris was expensive and I didn’t have much money, but a baguette and a hunk of cheese

made an affordable meal. Accompanied by farmhouse ale, these humble meals were rich in

the simple pleasures of life in France.In beautiful Bruges, the Belgian “Venice of the north,”

everyone I met cooked with beer. In Belgium, great beer is everywhere and in everything.

Naturally, I fell in love with the place. Chicken waterzooi—a stewed chicken cooked in a beer-

based stock—was as ubiquitous in Bruges as bagels are in New York. It was full of onions and

bay leaves, shredded carrot and cabbage, a touch of cream, and the distinctive flavor of beer.

Underneath it all, a whole chicken leg, the meat falling from the bone. The Belgian beer was an

even bigger surprise. Gueuze beer, pale and hazy, was tart, acidic, and as funky as Roquefort

cheese. Flavors of yeast and hay, lemon peels, and damp wool mingled with the sharpness of

the onions and married the beer in the stock—the combination was wonderful. The locals

nodded their approval and told me that this was the only beer in the world still brewed the way

it had been thousands of years ago. No yeast was added, they said—the fermentation started

by itself. In Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s paintings, they said, everyone was drinking gueuze.

Everywhere I looked, I could see the intense pride people had in this prehistoric throwback of a

beer.The people of Amsterdam were relaxed and breezy. At the same time, I detected a faint

smugness; but then, if I lived on a beautiful canal and had a barge with a living room set on the

deck, I would feel smug, too. Not only was the beer cloudy, it was the palest beer I’d ever seen.

I ordered one at a canalside café. The beer was called witbier, meaning “white beer,” and

tasted like summer. It was bright and citrusy, with a spicy aroma and an amazingly refreshing,

slightly tart spritz on the palate. My sandwich came to the table, an open-faced ciabatta roll

topped with grilled salmon and Gouda cheese. The beer’s bright acidity was like a squeeze of

lemon on the salmon and sliced right through the cheese. The combination filled my senses—it

was so magical that I was almost overwhelmed by the interplay of flavors. The beer, the

salmon, and the sunshine bouncing off the water …I started to seriously consider moving to

Amsterdam.Instead, however, I came back to the States. And there was nothing to drink.Store

shelves had been stocked with only a few brands of identical mass-market American yellow

fizz before I left for Europe, and they were still stocked with the same beers. But I had changed

—I couldn’t drink this stuff anymore. What was I going to do? I did the only thing I could think of

—I started to brew real beer in my kitchen. It was the first step onto a long, slippery slope.

Eventually, I lost my grip. My college degree said that I was a filmmaker, but I was now

destined to become a brewmaster. I’ve never looked back.My problem with returning to the

United States wasn’t just the beer, though— it was everything. Back then, our supermarket

shelves were dominated by frozen vegetables, Wonder Bread, pasteurized processed “cheese

food,” and freeze-dried coffee. It was a pretty bleak scene for anyone who wanted to eat

well.Well, the dark ages are finally over. Salsa has eclipsed ketchup as America’s favorite

condiment, and those same supermarket shelves are packed with a beguiling variety of

breads, olive oils, artisanal cheeses, aged hams, fresh vegetables and herbs, spices, real

coffee, chili peppers, and flavorful traditionally brewed beers. When it comes to cuisine, the

United States has quickly become the most exciting place in the world.Traditional beer is the

new star with the international cuisines that we are all eating today. Real beer can do amazing

things with food, and it goes places where wine cannot go. Don’t get me wrong—I love wine.

I’ve spent some of the most pleasurable days of my life in Piemontese wine country, sipping

terrific old Barolos over languorous four-hour lunches. I’ve marveled at magnificently aromatic



German Rieslings. Wine is wonderful. But let’s be honest—it can’t do everything.Real beer can

do everything. Mexican, Thai, Japanese, Indian, Cajun, and Middle Eastern food, and

barbecue, are far better with real beer than with wine. Even with traditionally wine-friendly

foods, beer often shows superior versatility and flavor compatibility. The range of flavors and

aromas in beer is vast—it’s deep and wide and tall, and it easily surpasses that of wine. Beer

has bitterness to slice through fat, carbonation to refresh the palate, caramelized flavors to

match those in your food, and sweetness to quench the fire of chilies.If you’ve tasted only

mass-market beer, I’m afraid that you haven’t actually tasted beer at all. Real beer can be

imperial stout, matching your dessert with flavors as bold, chocolaty, and roasty as espresso,

or it can be Belgian witbier, matching your fish dish with flavors as light and citrusy as fresh

lemonade. It can be American pale ale, full of bright grapefruit and pine needle aromatics; or

framboise, as fruity and sharp as a great sorbet. It can be a ten-year-old British barley wine, as

warming, complex, thick, and unctuous as vintage port; or German weissbier, light, spritzy, and

redolent of cloves and bananas. When paired with food, these flavorful beers can make a meal

really sing. No matter how complex or refined the dish, whether it’s foie gras or a simple

sausage, there is a terrific beer out there that will provide a perfect accompaniment. If you love

food, but you know only wine, then you’re trying to write a symphony using only half the notes

and half the orchestra. At Brooklyn Brewery, we enjoy eating well, brewing well, and drinking

well. My colleagues and I love to cook, and in our cellars the world’s greatest beers sit next to

the best wines we can get our hands on. I’ve been a brewmaster for fourteen years now, and

every day is still exciting, because I spend my days thinking about texture, flavor, aroma—and

food.I intend for this book to change your life in small but important ways. That sounds boastful,

but it’s the truth. I’ve hosted hundreds of beer tastings and dinners over the years, and not a

week goes by when someone doesn’t stop me on the street and thank me for introducing him

or her to real beer. I’d love to take the credit, but it’s not me—it’s the beer. Great beer from

around the world is now available everywhere, and, unlike wine, it’s an affordable luxury. You

can enjoy it literally every day. Once you discover traditional beer, your “food life” will be

transformed into something fascinating, fun, and infinitely more enjoyable. The Brewmaster’s

Table is a guide to traditional beer and its relationship with our history, our lives, and—most

important—our food. Even in everyday life there is an art to eating, and eating should be a

symphony, conducted with gusto. Welcome to a whole new world of fantastic flavors. You’re

going to have a great time. I hope you’re ready for a feast.

Part One:The Basics

1What is Beer?WHEN PEOPLE ASK ME WHATI DO FOR A LIVING, I REPLY THATI AM A

BREWMASTER.I have to admit that I get a kick out of their reactions. Often they take a step or

two back and look me over carefully, perhaps inspecting me for horns or a cloven foot. Might I

turn them into newts? One thing hasn’t changed much over the past 4,000 years—brewing has

always been considered mysterious. Old documents incorporating medieval brewers’ guilds

mention the “mystery and art of brewing.” There is little mystery to winemaking—after all, many

of us made crude wine as a science project in elementary school. We all know what wine is,

even those of us who never drink it. Do you know what beer is? Most people haven’t the

slightest clue. Even people who drink beer every day rarely know anything about where it came

from, a fact that makes it unique as a food product. Before we delve into history, styles, flavors,

and food matches, we need to have some idea what beer is and where it comes from. I don’t

carry a wand, but there are parts of the brewing process that still strike me as magical, even



after all these years.Wine is a simple beverage to produce. In order to make wine, one needs

only grapes. Crush the grapes, and the natural yeast on the grape skins will start the

fermentation; and pretty soon—voilà!—you’ll have wine. In fact, if you have enough grapes,

they’ll actually crush themselves by their own weight—the winemaker doesn’t even need to do

that! Beer is not nearly so simple, and brewing is a far more complicated art than winemaking. I

can already hear the bleats of protest from the wine folks, but I’m afraid it’s true. Brewing, at the

very simplest, requires barley malt, yeast, hops, and water. True, the vintner must tend, prune,

and choose his grapes carefully, and then oversee a long process of vinification. The

brewmaster, however, must choose among a dizzying array of malts, roasted grains, unmalted

grains, sugars, dozens of varieties of hops, and hundreds of strains of yeast, and then cause

these ingredients to create exactly what he has in mind. In many ways, the brewmaster is more

like a chef than he is like a winemaker. If the beer turns out poorly, he cannot shrug his

shoulders and claim it was a bad year. A fine beer is not a discovery or simply a part of nature,

but a work of art: a product of pure intention and imagination.Brewing is also hard work. There

are no easy sun-filled days of dancing in woven baskets—you can dance on the barley all you

want, but it has no juice to yield up. The brewer must work to loosen its grip on the essential

ingredient— sugar. Anyone who seeks to create an alcoholic beverage must have sugar to

ferment. Grapes have their own sugar, but barley is packed with starch, which must be

converted into sugar in order to make beer. This process starts with the mash, where starches

are converted into a sweet liquid called the wort (pronounced “wert”). The wort is collected in a

kettle, where the bitterness, flavor, and aroma of the hops are extracted into the wort by boiling.

The hopped wort is then chilled and sent into a fermentation vessel where yeast is added and

works its wonders, transforming homely sweet wort into beer. Sounds simple, doesn’t it? In

some ways, it is. But then, so is a soufflé.Barley may look soft, but Its seeds are as hard as

pebbles. Malting will soften them and develop enzymes needed for brewing.There are many

details along the way that will determine how the beer will turn out. Join me now on a journey

from grain to glass as we unlock the mystery and art of brewing. First, let’s have a look at the

ingredients. Every journey must begin with a single step; and when it comes to beer, that first

step is malting the barley.MALT Barley (Hordeum vulgare) is a tall, tawny-colored grass with a

seed head on top of its stalk. A field of barley looks a lot like a wheat field. For the brewer,

barley has special gifts that other grains cannot offer. Its hard husk, low protein content, and

high starch content all make it a more suitable candidate for brewing than for baking. Barley

grows in temperate climates around the world. Like many grains, it comes in a number of

strains and varieties. And like many other agricultural food products, barley varieties have

become largely homogenized over the years. Growers have sought to maximize their yields per

acre and also to produce barleys with little depth of flavors for use in mass-market beers. There

are, however, still many barley varieties that command respect and high prices for their rare

depth of flavor, such as the old British varieties Maris Otter and Golden Promise. “Maritime”

varieties, grown near the sea in England and Germany, are favored by some brewers, while

others prefer flavors developed in the sunshine on the plains of the United States. The sweet,

toffeeish flavor of German barley varieties is unmistakable, and German brewers combine

them with special mashing techniques to create beers with unique malt flavors. The distinct

character of the barley variety will find its way through the brewing and fermentation process

and show itself in the finished beer. At one time, all breweries malted their own barley, but

these days the job is usually done by professional “maltsters.” At Brooklyn Brewery, I buy malt

from the United States, England, Scotland, Canada, Belgium, and Germany. Buying malt this

way is more expensive, but each of these malts has distinctive qualities it lends to our



beer.Malted barley, also known simply as malt, is barley seed that has been steeped in water

until it starts to sprout, then dried out in a kiln. Unmalted barley is as hard as stone—try to eat

it, and you risk breaking a tooth. Malting turns the starch inside the seed soft, white, powdery,

and ready for brewing. The germination is traditionally carried out by spreading the barley

several feet deep over a large concrete floor specially built for the purpose. Water is sprayed

onto the barley, and the dormant seed wakes up—germination begins. The maltster must keep

the seedbed cool and aerated, and he does this by sending rakes through the germinating

seeds. This also keeps the seeds separate—they would otherwise become a tangled mass as

their rootlets braided together. The raking would once have been done by hand, but today this

is rare; mechanized raking systems are now the norm.A barley seed is essentially like a little

egg—an egg with a plan. The plan calls for the seed to develop enzymes to break down its

starch into sugars, burn the sugars for energy, use that energy to grow leaves, and then start

photosynthesis when the sugars are used up. The maltster has far loftier plans for the barley

seed.He must wait for exactly the right moment to act, because the seed is rapidly changing.

About three days into the sprouting process, the starch in the seed has become soft and

packed with natural enzymes. The malting room now has a strong green aroma, reminiscent of

bean or alfalfa sprouts. Eat the barley now, and the starch will squish out between your teeth—

it’s become a paste. The acrospire—the part that will become the barley shoot—is starting to

form. The seed has already sprouted little roots, and it’s ready for action. Before the seed can

carry out its plan, the maltster drains all the water out of the grain bed and puts the grain into a

roasting drum to dry. Once the grain is dried, it’s ready for its new mission. Now it is malt and

destined for beer or perhaps Scotch whisky, which is simply a distilled form of beer.This barley

has sprouted roots but will never use them. It’s now “green malt,” headed for the kiln and then

the brewhouse.Ah, but not so fast. What kind of malt is it? From the beginning of the malting

process, differences in moisture content, barley variety, and kilning temperatures and times are

crucial and result in different varieties of malt. Each variety has a flavor, a color, an aroma, and

a purpose. This is where the brewer starts to design the beer, choosing the color and flavor

components. Will the beer be golden? Then pilsner malt may be called for. A low kilning

temperature results in a malt that can give a pale golden color and a slightly bready flavor. Will

the beer be biscuity? Pale ale malt, kilned at slightly higher temperatures, will give a deeper

color along with slightly toasty biscuit notes, prized in English ales. Vienna and Munich malts

are stewed and then lightly kilned. This converts some of the starches into sugars, giving the

beer an orangey amber color and the classic toffeeish, nutty flavors of Oktoberfest beers and

other Bavarian specialties. Caramel and crystal malts are stewed until all their starches are

converted into sugars; then they are kilned until the sugar caramelizes, leaving a little nugget of

barley caramel under the husk. This sweet, caramel-flavored malt imparts a reddish-amber

color, rich flavors, and a fuller body. Just as with coffee beans, higher kilning temperatures

result in higher gradations of roast, resulting in chocolate, coffee, and finally espresso-like

flavors. Carbonized black malts look and taste just like miniature coffee beans. It is here, in the

malt, that beer derives some of its superior power to match foods. Wine cannot deliver truly

caramelized or roasted flavors, but beer can and does. When these flavors link up with similar

flavors in our food, magic can result.This is starting to get complicated, and we’re still on the

first ingredient. In fact, when it comes to putting our recipe together, we’ve barely gotten

started. For instance, the brewer may have decided to use pale ale malt as the base of his

beer, but now he must choose which variety. Each maltster makes a different malt, and each

malt will have different flavors and properties and therefore make different beers. Some beers

are brewed from just one malt, but many are brewed from a blend of malts, with each malt



adding a different quality to the beer. The artful blending of these malt flavors and colors forms

the basis of a beer’s character, and often of its affinities for foods. The toffeeish character of

Munich malt marries the earthy gaminess of venison; the caramel flavors in crystal malt match

the caramelization on the skin of a roasted free-range chicken; the cocoa flavors of chocolate

malt blend seamlessly with your chocolate dessert. Maris Otter malt is prized for its round,

juicy, deeply bready flavors, which can meld wonderfully with the flavors of red meats. By the

way, if you want to know what malt tastes like, get yourself a box of Grape Nuts breakfast

cereal. The wine guys must have great marketing people—there are no grapes in Grape Nuts.

This cereal is made from barley malt and yeast. It’s practically beer in a box.HOPS Most

people seem to know that beer contains hops. In fact, many people seem to think that hops are

the main ingredient in beer—and that perhaps hops are a grain. Actually, the hop is a flower—

and quite a flower it is. Not only does it lend natural preservative qualities to the finished beer,

but it also provides bitterness and a range of flavors and aromas. Essentially, it acts as a spice.

The bitterness of the hop is the backbone of the beer, balancing out the natural sweetness of

the malt. At one time brewers used a variety of herbs and spices to achieve a similar balance.

Their beers, containing such ingredients as bog myrtle, yarrow, myrrh, rosemary, wormwood,

woodruff, ginger, and licorice, would be difficult for us to recognize today because those

ingredients left the beer suffused with powerful herbal aromatics. These days, we’re used to the

flavor of hops in our beer.The hop plant (Humulus lupulus) is a vigorous perennial vine

(technically, it’s actually a “bine,” a closely related form of plant). Botanically, it is in the order

Cannabicea and is the nearest relative to Cannabis sativa, also known as marijuana. In the

1940s and 1950s, jazz musicians who succumbed to “reefer madness” were called hopheads,

but the hop got a bum rap—it does not induce the same effects. Still, the hop flower has often

been used as a folk sedative; the English used to stuff pillows with it, and it is still the major

ingredient of some “natural” sleep aids on the market. And anyone who is an aficionado of

highly hopped beers can tell you that they are rather relaxing.The hop vine can grow to be

twenty feet or taller during a spring and summer growing season, after which it dies back to a

woody crown under the soil in the autumn. To accommodate their natural climbing tendencies,

hop plants are grown trained to poles or on trellises with wire supports for the vine. Hop plants

are generally grown not from seed but from transplanted rootstock. Only the female plant is

commercially cultivated. In the late summer and early autumn the hop vine flowers, resulting in

a green “hop cone,” shaped like a little pinecone. Inside the hop cone, at the base of the petals,

are glands that produce a resinous bright yellow powder called lupulin. The lupulin contains all

the goods the brewer is after, and the hops must be handled gently to avoid losing this delicate

powder.Imagine red wine without its tannins or white wine without its acidity, and you’ll

understand why beer needs hops. Hops won out over other spices because of their clean,

sharp bitterness, as well as their preservative qualities. Without hops, beer would be a sweet,

cloying, and ultimately less satisfying drink. Hops also contain tannins, which help settle

proteins in the kettle, promoting clarity in the finished beer. The bitterness of the hop gives beer

its balance, its thirst-quenching qualities, and part of its affinity for foods. This bitterness has a

cutting power, clearing the palate of strong flavors. Hop aromatics link up with food aromatics

to create powerful, dynamic bonds that can thrill the senses.
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Ultimate Guide to Brewing Classic Beer Styles, Yeast: The Practical Guide to Beer

Fermentation (Brewing Elements), For The Love of Hops: The Practical Guide to Aroma,
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anonymous, “An engaging book. Noted beer author, foodie, and Brewmaster at the Brooklyn

Brewery for the past 20 plus years, Garret Oliver, serves up the book on beer and food. The

first third of the book covers the obligatory information on beer, beer history, and the principles

of matching beer with food. He concentrates on six major traditions: Lambic Beer, Wheat Beer,

British Ales, Belgian Ales, Czech-German Lagers, and American Craft Brewing. He concludes

with a discussion of styles that don’t fit neatly into any given category. In his discussions of

beer traditions, he knows how the beer is brewed, it is obvious that he has actually had and

enjoyed the beers he describes, knows how to cook the food he describes and has actually

had the beer with the food. Oliver’s knowledge and enjoyment of beer and food comes through

on every page of this book. The book is intelligent, well written, engaging and easy to follow.

Even though the book is 12 years out of date, it is full of substance still relevant today.”

Rajiv Chopra, “A Great Service To Beer Lovers The World Over. I love this book. As a beer

drinker, I was never a great fan of wine, but never had the courage to admit it. I have always

been a great fan of the beers in Germany. Sadly, I have never had the opportunity to travel

much in Belgium but I have had some of their marvellous beers.Garret brings beer to life in this

book. However, I sometimes did wonder if he was being a bit unfair to wine at times. The

wonderful range and complexity of beer shines through in this book, and I absolutely love the

way that he tells the tale of the various beer traditions. This brings beer to life.The sections on

pairing with food are fantastic, and the afterword is essential, especially if you want to know the

temperatures at which to have beer.Glasses. This is something most people completely miss,

and it is a shame. Having beer in the appropriate glass is critical.All in all, a superb book. Well

written, and a great service to beer drinkers like me.Now, all Garret needs to do, is to open a

good microbrewery in Gurgaon, India!”

Grappler06, “Drop that Bud and Corona my friends and pick up some "Real" beer..... Please, if

you are not a beer drinker because you did not like Budweiser, Corona, or any of that yellow



piss they dish out in college, you owe it to yourself to buy this book. Garrett Oliver, the

Brewmaster of the Brooklyn Brewery, takes us on a worldly adventure, educating us on the

history of beer. And what a rich history it is! Garrett will convince you that the mass market

beer you have been drinking is not "Real" beer. It is but a watered down travesty. A product of

alcohol prohibition in the US in the early 20th century. Not only does he go over the history of

beer, from ancient Egyptian culture to American craft beer, he also informs you on how to best

enjoy each beer. For those of you who are self proclaimed "foodies" like myself, you will read

this book and want to go to you local Gastropub. Garrett is like a artist with his words. The way

he describes the smell and taste of each beer, the food it pairs with, and the region it comes

from, makes you want to head out and get that beer that moment. Well done Mr. Oliver, you

have turned this reader into a well educated "Real" beer lover. Corona, or Bud shall touch

these lips no more.....”

Jonathan, “Chefs, Sommeliers, and Cicerones will all benefit from this spectacular information..

I can't believe it took me so long to pick this up, I wish I read it the day it came out. Garrett

uses his life history traveling the globe to learn and research beer styles and has jammed 20+

years (his adventure started in 1983 with a move to London) of his knowledge into ~350

pages.Studying for Cicerone or Sommelier he has advice for not only food and beer pairings,

but defines classic styles of all the world's beers along with notable producers and how each

individual producer (that he covers) differs from the others. He does make stabs at how beer

pairs better than wine with certain dishes, so Sommeliers, don't get your feelings hurt. Garrett

isn't ignorant to wine at all and makes it clear when citing specific qualities of French AOC's

and stating how beer may pair better than wine. Not to worry, you will learn from this book; it

will open your eyes. Sommeliers, it is good to have beer knowledge in your arsenal and I

highly recommend this read. This book will expand your repertoire of descriptors and flavor

markers as well as inspiration for new menu items.Chefs will also benefit with understanding

beer styles when working with Cicerones/Sommeliers in menu development, not just for beer

pairings, dinners, or tastings, but for everyday meals.Garrett Oliver will [hopefully] change how

you view beer. I've always had a high respect for beer whether homebrew or craft, but this

book has given me new light on menu development, pairings, and all aspects of beer.He briefly

touches on brewing process, ingredients, etc. but those with little to no knowledge of brewing

and/or new to brewing processes may benefit from picking up Tasting Beer by Randy Mosher,

or John Palmer's book on home brewing first. They are also great reads, but I'd put this

Garrett's book on very high priority for any current or aspiring chef, sommelier, and of course

Cicerone.”

NeroFiddled, “I'm a professional brewer and I still found it very entertaining. I'm a professional

brewer. I've been brewing for close to two decades now; and I've met Garrett several times

(he's a great guy: a great host and very pleasant and accommodating). I've also studied

sensory evaluation and food pairing on my own so most of what's in the book wasn't new to

me, but I still found it very interesting and entertaining. There were some tidbits of history that

were new to me; and Garrett certainly knows how to pair. I did a beer tasting several years ago

and semi-promoted this book ('05?) and it went over really well. Looking back through it now it

still holds up. Highly recommended!”

Oliver Denne, “Essential reading for beer aficionados. I love this book, it’s really enjoyable both

as a cover to cover read and as an essential reference book for any beer aficionado. Garrett



Oliver really knows his stuff and comes up with some interesting pairings and advice, which

really work.”

ReadingPro, “Excellent. Excellent”

Olly, “Five Stars. Great read helped me through my sommelier exam.”

TProulx, “Great Book. All the other reviews says it all. It is a great book for learning how to pair

beer with food. It is well written and easy to read. I would suggest this book too anybody, from

mass market beer lover to homebrewer.The book is divided in a couple of sections: History,

how to pair and beer style sections. Each beer style section gives an overview of the style and

how to pair it. At the end of each section, there's also some commercial exemple with a bit of

history about the brewery and a couple of word on their beer (taste and pairing). The problem

with commercial exemple is that most of them can't be found in the province of Quebec (I don't

know for the rest of Canada).Every beer lover should own this book.”

The book by Garrett Oliver has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 273 people have provided feedback.
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